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The temperature and field hysteresis of the magnetization in the first order antiferromagnetic to ferromag-
netic phase transition in FeRh films grown onto c-axis sapphire and MgO �001� are investigated. The transition
to the ferromagnetic state upon heating and antiferromagnetic state upon cooling is generally broad indicating
a heterogeneous transition due to defects so that antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic domains coexist during
the transition. However, the nucleation of antiferromagnetic domains upon cooling is abrupt for FeRh on c-axis
sapphire which is indicative of homogeneous nucleation and growth of antiferromagnetic domains. The tran-
sition is further broadened when measuring with fields applied out of plane of the sample due to internal
demagnetization fields. Temperature dependent remanent magnetization measurements reveal that field induced
magnetization changes are irreversible during heating, but reversible during cooling. The field dependence of
the shift in transition temperature is qualitatively modeled with an Ising spin type model utilizing a mean field
approach. From this calculation a shift of −10 K/T in transition temperature is determined in good agreement
with the experimentally observed shift of −8 and −9 K/T for FeRh films grown onto MgO �001� and c-axis
sapphire, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1938 Fallot1,2 discovered that bcc FeRh undergoes a
first order phase transition from an antiferromagnetic �AF� to
a ferromagnetic �F� phase upon heating from room tempera-
ture to above a transition temperature, TAF−F, of approxi-
mately 370 K, with a temperature hysteresis of about 10 K
between heating and cooling cycles. In subsequent studies it
was further found that this transition is accompanied by a
volume increase of 1%–2%,3–5 a reduction in resistivity,6–9

and a large change in entropy.9–12 The Curie temperature of
the ferromagnetic phase is about TC-FeRh�670 K.3,7,10,13 In-
vestigations of the two phases using Mössbauer
spectroscopy14 and neutron diffraction15 revealed a collinear
spin structure with moments of 3.2 �B per Fe and 0.9 �B per
Rh atom for the F phase and a collinear spin structure with
3.3 �B per Fe atom and no magnetic moment on the Rh atom
for the AF phase.The transition temperature can be tuned
over a wide range by substitutional doping: the transition
temperature increases with small additions of Ir or Pt, and
decreases with small additions of Pd or Ni.8,10,13 Further-
more, a shift to lower temperatures is also observed by ap-
plying an external magnetic field.3,8 While other materials
exhibiting similar first order AF to F phase transitions such
as Ru-doped CeFe2

16,17 are known, FeRh is unique in that the
phase transition occurs around, and in the case of Ir-doped
and Pt-doped FeRh significantly above, room temperature.
Beyond the interest in the fundamental physics of the mag-
netism of these materials, this makes FeRh an interesting
material for potential technological applications. For ex-
ample, it was recently proposed to use exchange coupled
FeRh/FePt bilayers for thermally assisted magnetic record-
ing media.5,18,19 In this scheme, at storage temperatures TS
�TAF−F the antiferromagnetic phase of FeRh helps stabiliz-
ing the magnetization of the hard FePt layer, while at write
temperatures TAF-F�TW�TC-FeRh the additional moment of

the ferromagnetic FeRh helps magnetization reversal of the
high anisotropy FePt layer via an exchange spring mecha-
nism. Moreover, in optical pump-probe measurements using
femtosecond laser pulses it was demonstrated that the
AF-F phase transition can be driven within a few ps,20,21

allowing the switching from one phase to the other on time
scales relevant for thermally assisted recording and micro-
electronics applications.

In the present manuscript we investigate the magnetiza-
tion temperature hysteresis at fixed external applied magnetic
field and the magnetization field hysteresis at fixed tempera-
ture of 110-nm-thick Fe49Rh51 films grown onto MgO �001�
and Al2O3�0001� �c-axis sapphire�.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The 110-nm-thick Fe49Rh51 films were deposited by sput-
tering from an FeRh alloy target at 2 mTorr Ar pressure onto
single crystal MgO and sapphire substrates preheated to
300 °C. Both samples were deposited simultaneously, and no
seed layers were used. After the deposition the samples were
annealed in situ at 800 °C for about 30 min in order to obtain
the chemically ordered bcc phase of FeRh. After cooling
down the samples were capped with a 2 nm Pt layer to avoid
oxidation.

The crystal structure and epitaxy were characterized by
x-ray diffraction and the FeRh stoichiometry was determined
by Rutherford backscattering. Magnetization measurements
were performed in a vibrating sample magnetometer �VSM�
in a temperature range from 298 to 473 K in fields up to 2 T,
and in a superconducting quantum interference device
�SQUID� magnetometer in a temperature range from 200 to
400 K in fields up to 5 T. Discrete temperature steps were
used in the VSM, while a temperature sweep rate of
1 K/min was used for the SQUID measurements.
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III. X-RAY DIFFRACTION

The x-ray �−2� scans shown in Fig. 1 reveal a FeRh
�001� orientation on MgO �001� and a FeRh �111� orientation
on c-axis sapphire. The full width at half maximum of the
rocking curves of the FeRh peaks are 0.5° and 0.8° for FeRh
on MgO and sapphire, respectively. The presence of the
FeRh �001� confirms that the chemically ordered phase has
been achieved. Table I summarizes the in-plane and out-of-
plane lattice constants and strain parameters of the FeRh on
MgO and FeRh on c-axis sapphire films measured at room
temperature which corresponds to the lower volume AF
phase for both films. The strain values are derived from the
experimental lattice parameter of 2.988Å for bulk FeRh in
the AF phase.3

While the FeRh on MgO film is slightly expanded out-of
plane and compressed in-plane �tetragonal distortion� the
FeRh on c-axis sapphire film is compressed out-of-plane and
expanded in-plane �trigonal distortion� due to the larger lat-
tice constant of the sapphire. The FeRh unit cell volume is
about the same for both films. However, since the FeRh ex-
hibits a larger lattice constant in the F phase than in the AF
phase it can be expected that the c-axis sapphire tends to
stabilize the F phase as it is easier to expand the crystalline
lattice out of plane than in-plane as the temperature is in-
creased.

IV. MAGNETIZATION DEPENDENCE ON TEMPERATURE
AND MAGNETIC FIELD

According to the sample strain determined by x-ray dif-
fraction the AF to F and F to AF transition temperatures are
expected to be lower for FeRh grown onto c-axis sapphire
than on MgO. This is indeed observed in temperature hyster-
esis loops measured for example in a 1 T external magnetic
field applied in the plane of the sample as shown in Figs. 2�a�
and 2�b� for the FeRh/MgO and FeRh/Al2O3 sample, re-
spectively. The FeRh/Al2O3 sample transition temperature is
�30 K lower than that of FeRh/MgO. There are several
distinct temperatures as indicated in Fig. 2�a�: Upon heating
ferromagnetic domains are nucleated at T1 where a positive
slope in the M vs T curve is observed. At T2 the maximum
magnetic moment for the heating cycle is reached and the
sample is completely ferromagnetic. Consequently, for T
�T2 the magnetization follows a Curie-Weiss curve com-
monly observed in simple ferromagnetic materials.10,18,22

Upon cooling the maximum magnetic moment for the cool-
ing cycle is reached at T3, and for T�T3 ferromagnetic do-
mains start to annihilate and are being replaced by AF do-
mains. At T4 the sample is almost completely AF and the
moment is reduced to a small residual value. As can be seen
in Fig. 2 the AF−F phase transitions are broad, extending
over approximately 50 K. For a perfect sample the transition
would be abrupt with T1=T2�T3=T4. However, due to re-
sidual crystalline imperfections and chemical disorder the
first order transition is broadened23 so that the nucleation of
F domains upon heating at T1 happens below the nucleation
of AF domains at T3 upon cooling. �T3�T1�. This diffusive-
ness of the transition implies coexistence of the F and AF
phase between T1 and T2 during heating and T3 and T4 dur-
ing cooling. TAF−F and TF−AF are defined as the temperatures
where half of the maximum moment in the fixed field mea-
surement upon heating and cooling is reached, i.e., where
half of the moments at T2 and T3 are reached, respectively.
The magnetization of �1120 emu/cm3 at 400 K for FeRh on
MgO and c-axis sapphire is consistent with measurements on
bulk FeRh.7,10

Temperature hysteresis loops of the magnetization �M� in
a constant in-plane field and the remanent magnetization
�MR� after applying an in-plane field of the FeRh/MgO
sample were studied upon heating and cooling to investigate
the reversibility of magnetization changes. For the fixed field

FIG. 1. Out-of-plane x-ray diffraction pattern for 110-nm-thick
FeRh �001� on MgO �001� and FeRh �111� on Al2O3�0001� �c-axis
sapphire�. X-ray diffraction results are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I. Lattice constant and strain parameters of FeRh in FeRh�001� /MgO�001� and
FeRh�111� /Al2O3�0001� films measured by x-ray diffraction along different crystallographic directions of
the film. � is the polar angle between the scattering vector and the sample surface normal.

FeRh/MgO FeRh/Sapphire
�

�°�
�Å�

FeRh/MgO
Strain �%�

FeRh/MgO
�Å�

FeRh/sapphire
Strain �%�

FeRh/sapphire

�002� �111� 0.0 2.9980 +0.33 2.9800 −0.27

�110� 35.2 2.9854 −0.09

�011� 45.0 2.9890 +0.03

�200� 54.7 2.9901 +0.07

�020� �1-10� 90.0 2.9750 −0.44 2.9950 +0.23
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magnetization measurement in the heating �cooling� cycle
the temperature was increased �decreased� in a constant ex-
ternal field. For the MR measurement in the heating �cooling�
cycle the external field was removed upon reaching the target
temperature, the remanent moment measured, the field reap-
plied and the temperature increased �decreased� to the next
target temperature.

The magnetization curves �M-T� in a fixed field for the
increasing and decreasing temperature are shown in Figs.
3�a� and 3�b�, respectively, while the remanent magnetization

curves �MR-T� for increasing and decreasing temperature are
shown in Figs. 3�c� and 3�d�, respectively. As the external
magnetic field is increased both T1 �the temperature where
ferromagnetic domains nucleate upon heating� and T3 �the
temperature where antiferromagnetic domains nucleate upon
cooling� are decreased in the M-T curves. TAF-F and TF-AF are
both decreased at the same rate of �−8 K/T, so that the
width of the fixed field temperature hysteresis remains con-
stant at �11 K. This observation is consistent with bulk
measurements where a shift of −8.3 K/T was observed.3

Note that for fields above 2 T the entire temperature hyster-
esis is shifted below 400 K, enabling the measurement of
TAF-F and TF-AF by SQUID magnetometry in external fields
between 2 and 5 T. Since the magnetic field decreases the
transition temperature the change in magnitude of the order
parameter, i.e., the magnetization increases and hence a tric-
ritical point where the first order phase transition becomes a
second order phase transition should be absent in the H-T
phase diagram.

The observation of a decreasing transition temperature
with constant temperature hysteresis width in increasing ex-
ternal magnetic fields is similar to the behavior observed in
Ru-doped CeFe2.16,17 However, in the Gd/Fe multilayer sys-
tem which exhibits a first order ferrimagnetic to ferromag-
netic phase transition a different behavior is observed: In this
system the width of the hysteresis decreases with applied
field and vanishes at some critical field giving rise to a spin-
flop transition.24 This point therefore could be identified as
tricritical point for the Fe/Gd system above which the tran-
sition becomes second order.

We further found that for the remanent magnetization
measurements only TAF-F�MR� decreases with increasing
field at about the same rate as TAF-F for the fixed field mag-
netization measurement. In contrast TF-AF�MR� is indepen-
dent of the external field: As the external field is removed the
field induced changes in the magnetization are irreversible
upon heating, but reversible upon cooling. This indicates that
applying an external field stabilizes the ferromagnetic phase
and that the term superheating seems to be more appropriate
than supercooling.

FIG. 2. Temperature hysteresis for the same 110-nm-thick FeRh
films from Fig. 1 grown onto �a� MgO�001� and �b� Al2O3�0001�.
The temperatures T1 and T2 are defined in the heating cycle and T3

and T4 in the cooling cycle. The magnetic moment at TAF−F is half
the moment at T2 and at TF−AF half the moment at T3.

FIG. 3. Magnetization vs tem-
perature hysteresis for heating �a�
and cooling �b� in constant in-
plane field, remanent magnetiza-
tion �MR� vs temperature hyster-
esis for heating �c� and cooling
�d�.
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To further investigate the reversibility between the F and
AF phase field hysteresis loop measurements in the heating
and cooling cycle were performed. For this the sample was
heated in zero field from the AF phase to a temperature be-
tween T1 and T2 and an initial magnetization curve from 0 to
5 T followed by a full field hysteresis loop were recorded to
check for irreversible changes in magnetization. To eliminate
memory effects the field was removed and the temperature
was reduced to 250 K �well below T1 at zero field� after each
field hysteresis loop measurement to completely transition
into the AF phase before the sample was heated to the next
higher temperature between T1 and T2 and recording another
field hysteresis loop. Field hysteresis loops were taken be-
tween 350 and 400 K. The loops at 360 and 380 K are shown
in Fig. 4�a�. In these measurements it is observed that the
field required to induce complete F order decreases with in-
creasing temperature. Equivalent to the hysteresis in the tem-
perature loop there is hysteresis in the positive and negative
branch of the field loop as the sample transforms between the
AF to the F phases. A 5 T field is not sufficient to fully
induce F order between 350 and 370 K, but magnetization
changes are reversible and the sample remains AF at zero
field. Full F order is induced at 5 T between 380 and 400 K,
however, at these temperatures some portion of the magne-
tization changes are irreversible and ferromagnetic order is
maintained as the field is reduced from 5 to 0 T. All irrevers-
ible changes happen during the initial magnetization cycle,
as indicated by the observation that the second field loop is

closed. In these field hysteresis loops we define HAF-F and
HF-AF as the fields where half of the saturation moment at a
fixed temperature is reached upon increasing and decreasing
the field, respectively. For simplicity, HAF-F and HF-AF are
defined to be positive.

Field hysteresis loops were also recorded after cooling
from 400 K in a 5 T field down to 340, 350, and 360 K. Here
an initial magnetization loop from 5 to 0 T followed by a full
field hysteresis loop were recorded. Again, to eliminate
memory effects a 5 T field was applied and the temperature
was increased to 400 K �well above T2 at 5 T field� to com-
pletely transition into the F phase before the sample was
cooled in 5 T to the next lower temperature between T3 and
T4 and recording another field hysteresis loop. The loop
taken at 350 K is shown in Fig. 4�b�. Similar to the field
loops taken upon heating hysteresis between the F and AF
state is observed.

An H vs T phase diagram shown in Fig. 5 can be con-
structed by extracting the values of HAF−F and HF−AF from
the field hysteresis loop measurements at fixed temperature
and the values of TAF−F and TF−AF from the temperature hys-
teresis loop measurement in fixed field. Both datasets col-
lapse onto two parallel lines. The data points for HAF−F and
HF−AF at 350 and 360 K were determined from the field
hysteresis loops taken upon cooling, the data points for 370,
380, and 390 K were determined from the field hysteresis
loops taken upon heating. Data points for HAF−F above 5 T
are extrapolated as exemplified by HAF−F �350 K� in Fig.
4�b� due to the 5 T field limitation of the SQUID. A linear
function with slope dT /dH=−8 K/T gives a good fit to the
data. However, using higher magnetic fields, McKinnon et
al.25found that the AF−F phase transition can be described
by the empirical field-temperature relationship

FIG. 4. �a� Field hysteresis loops for FeRh/MgO�001� upon
heating taken at 360 and 380 K. The open symbols show the initial
curve after warming the sample to the measurement temperature in
zero field. �b� Field hysteresis loops measured at 350 K after cool-
ing to 350 K in a 5 T field. The open symbols show the initial curve
after cooling the sample to the measurement temperature.

FIG. 5. T-H phase diagram for FeRh/MgO�001� as determined
from magnetization vs temperature measurements in a fixed mag-
netic field and magnetization vs magnetic field measurements at a
fixed temperature. The AF, AF+F, and F regions of the phase dia-
gram are indicated in the figure.
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H

H0
= 1 − � T

T0
�2

, �1�

where H0 and T0 are composition dependent quantities de-
scribing the transition field at T=0 K and the transition tem-
perature at H=0 T, respectively. With dH /dT�T0�=
−1/8 T/K and T0= �TAF−F+TF−AF� /2=389 K being the mid-
point of the temperature hysteresis in the absence of an ex-
ternal field for FeRh/MgO, we obtain H0=24.3 T, which is
much larger than the magnetic fields than can be applied in
the VSM or SQUID. Accordingly a linear temperature-field
relationship for fields less than 5 T is a good approximation.

Using the measured slope of −8 K/T the entropy change
�S associated with the magnetic phase transition can be cal-
culated according to

�T/�H = −
�M

�S
, �2�

where �M is the increase in magnetization once the transi-
tion into the F state is complete. For the observed value of
�M =1120 emu/cm3 a value of �S=1.4	106 erg/cm3 K
=140 mJ/cm3 is derived, which is in excellent agreement
with the value of �S=14 mJ/g K=138 mJ/cm3 K obtained
by Kouvel for bulk FeRh.10 The latent heat absorbed by the
FeRh system upon heating in fixed magnetic field can be
calculated as

L =� T�S�dS =
�H

�T
� T�M�dM . �3�

Using the temperature hysteresis data for heating at 0.5 T and
integrating to the temperature �T2� where the maximum mag-
netization value is reached a latent heat value of L=5.2
	108 erg/cm3=52 J /cm3 is calculated. For comparison the
latent heat of melting ice is 334 J /cm3 and of melting nitro-
gen is 25.5 J /cm3. Since an applied magnetic field decreases
the AF to F transition temperature about linearly the latent
heat will decrease accordingly. The heat irreversibly lost af-
ter cycling through the transition can be calculated from the
temperature hysteresis as

Q = 	 S�T�dT =
�H

�T 	 M�T�dT �4�

from which a value of Q=1.7	107 erg/cm3=1.7 J /cm3 is
obtained.

Investigations of the AF to F phase transition of the FeRh
film grown onto c-axis sapphire similar to the previous dis-
cussed ones for the FeRh on MgO film were performed. In
addition temperature hysteresis measurements were per-
formed with the magnetic field applied perpendicular to the
film plane. A heating and cooling cycle in 3 T in-plane and
out-of-plane applied fields are shown in Fig. 6. This field
overcomes the thin film demagnetization field of 4
MS
�1.5 T in the F state. Upon investigation of the in-plane
temperature hysteresis loop it is apparent that the reversal for
FeRh on sapphire is asymmetric as the heating and cooling
behavior are distinct. Upon cooling a sharp initial creation of
AF domains is observed, however, a similar sharp initial
nucleation of F domains upon heating is absent. By cycling

the temperature in fixed field and cycling the field at fixed
temperature a phase diagram similar to that of Fig. 5 can be
constructed from which a shift of the AF to F and F to AF
transition temperature at a rate of −9 K/T is found. This rate
is slightly higher than for FeRh/MgO, however according to
Eq. �1� it is consisting with the lower AF-F transition tem-
perature for FeRh/Al2O3. Similar to the FeRh on MgO
sample the width and shape of the temperature hysteresis
loops is independent of the applied field. In particular the
sharp nucleation of the AF domains upon cooling is present
at all magnetic fields up to 5 T.

A comparison of the in-plane and out-of plane tempera-
ture hysteresis loops measured in a 3 T field shows that when
the field is applied perpendicular to the film the transition is
broadened and the nucleation of F domains is shifted to
higher temperature. This arises from the self demagnetization
field encountered when the magnetization is perpendicular to
the film which tends to oppose the formation of the F phase.
Using a mean field approach neglecting the effect of domains
the demagnetization field can be corrected for by shifting the
temperature by

�T = dT/dH4
M�T� . �5�

The perpendicular loop corrected for dT /dH=−9 K/T
and MS=1250 emu/cm3 is included in Fig. 6. The transition
width after correction becomes similar to the in-plane case
and complete transition into the F phase upon heating and
nucleation of AF domains upon cooling now occurs at about
the same temperature as for the in-plane case. However,
some deviation in particular in the lower part of the loop can
be expected since the mean field approach neglects the effect
of locally higher demagnetization fields in domains than cal-
culated from the average magnetization.

In-plane field hysteresis loops for the FeRh/Al2O3 sample
�similar to those for FeRh/MgO sample� were recorded be-

FIG. 6. In-plane and out-of-plane temperature hysteresis loops
of FeRh on c-axis sapphire. The out-of-plane loop is broadened due
to the FeRh demagnetization field. When corrected for the demag-
netization field the loop exhibits a sharper transition, similar to the
in-plane loop.
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tween 320 and 360 K for the heating cycle and between 340
and 320 K for the cooling cycle. The loops at 320 and 350 K
for the heating cycle and at 320 K for the cooling cycle are
shown in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�, respectively. Again the field
required to saturate the sample decreases with increasing
temperature. A 5 T field is not sufficient to fully induce F
order between 320 and 330 K, but magnetization changes are
reversible and the sample remains AF at zero field. Full F
order is obtained at 5 T between 340 and 360 K, however,
some portion of the magnetization changes are irreversible
and spontaneous magnetization develops as the field is re-
duced from 5 to 0 T. Remarkably the sharp nucleation of AF
domains can also be observed in the field hysteresis data
upon cooling, further emphasizing the symmetry between
temperature and field hysteresis.

V. NUCLEATION KINETICS

It is interesting to investigate the magnetization change
upon temperature cycling �dM /dT vs T� and upon field cy-
cling �dM /dH vs H� in more detail to obtain insight into the
cause of thermal smearing and transition kinetics. Figures
8�a� and 8�b� show the data for cycling the temperature in a
field of 5 T for FeRh/MgO and cycling the magnetic field
after heating from the AF phase to a temperature of 370 K,
respectively. Figures 8�c� and 8�d� show the data for cycling
the temperature in a field of 1 T and for cycling the magnetic
field after heating from the AF phase to a temperature of 340
K, respectively, for FeRh/Al2O3.

By inspection of these curves, in particular for the
FeRh/Al2O3 sample it is apparent that the magnetization

change with temperature, dM /dT, and the magnetization
change with external field, dM /dH, can be fit by superposing
two Gauss functions

dM/dT = �dM/dT�1exp�z1
2� + �dM/dT�2exp�z2

2� , �6�

where

zi = �T − Ti�/�Ti �7�

and

dM/dH = �dM/dH�1exp�z1
2� + �dM/dH�2exp�z2

2� , �8�

where

FIG. 7. Field hysteresis loops for FeRh/Al2O3�0001� upon heat-
ing taken at 320 and 350 K �a� and field hysteresis loop upon
cooling taken at 320 K �b�.

FIG. 8. Rate of F and AF domain nucleation and propagation for
FeRh/MgO �001� upon �a� increasing and decreasing temperature
�dM /dT� at 5 T and �b� increasing and decreasing field at 370 K.
Rate of F and AF domain nucleation and propagation for
FeRh/Al2O3�0001� �b� upon increasing and decreasing temperature
�dM /dT� at 1 T and �d� and increasing and decreasing field
�dM /dH� at 340 K. Temperatures for maximum F and AF nucle-
ation and propagation rate can be identified. The AF nucleation
peak is sharp indicating homogeneous transition from the F to the
AF phase.
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zi = �H − Hi�/�Hi. �9�

The dM /dT profiles are almost identical to the dM /dH
profiles for both systems, FeRh/MgO and FeRh/Al2O3,
which underline that magnetic field and temperature have
similar effects on the phase transition as can be expected
from the linear temperature-field relationship shown previ-
ously for FeRh/MgO �Fig. 5�. The fitting parameters used
for the plots in Figs. 8�c� and 8�d� are summarized in Table
II. We identify the peaks of the low and high temperature
�field� Gauss function upon heating �increasing field� with
the temperature �field� associated with the maximum nucle-
ation and propagation rate of the F domains, respectively.
Accordingly, the peaks of the high and low temperature
�field� Gauss function upon cooling �decreasing field� can be
identified with the temperature �field� associated with the
maximum nucleation and propagation rate of the AF do-
mains, respectively

Large thermal smearing of the first order phase transition
of FeRh on MgO is observed, similar to that of Ru-doped
CeFe2 alloys �Refs. 15,16�. This behavior generally is caused
by inhomogeneities on some length scale, l, that will mini-
mize the free energy of the system. While l has to be about
the same as the correlation length, �, to influence the prop-
erties of an Ising type spin system, it needs to be much
greater than � for an XY or Heisenberg type spin system,
giving rise to domain formation.23 Obviously the energy re-
quired for the creation of local domain walls has to be small
compared to the energy required for a global transition. So
the observed heterogeneous behavior implies that l��.

Both the heating and cooling cycle of FeRh on MgO are
identical, but are asymmetric in that the low temperature side
is steeper than the high temperature side. A sharp AF nucle-
ation peak as in the FeRh on sapphire sample is not ob-
served. This means that nucleation of both F and AF do-
mains seems to be heterogeneous and starts from the grain
boundaries which makes an abrupt phase change impossible.
According to the foregoing argument the domain nucleation
in Ru-doped CeFe2 also appears to be heterogeneous as well.
The following is speculation but may motivate why the pro-
file is asymmetric: What is measured experimentally is mag-
netization, not the fraction of volume that transitions into the
F state. Initially F domains start to grow but are still below a
critical size where long range order is established—
consequently they are separated by regions of AF domains

that may pin the magnetization of the F domains in a direc-
tion away from the magnetic field. Once the F domains grow
to a critical size above which long range order is established
they become unpinned from the vanishing AF domains and
the magnetization will grow at an accelerated rate as it will
start to orient towards the field direction.

In contrast to the FeRh on MgO sample which exhibits
similar dM /dT profiles for heating and cooling, the AF
nucleation peak for FeRh/Al2O3 is sharp compared to the F
nucleation peak. This indicates that the initial transition into
the AF state is much more homogeneous, which implies that
l��. In contrast, the transition into the F state seems hetero-
geneous as for FeRh/MgO. This asymmetry is similar to
what is observed during the water to ice phase transition. An
abrupt transition of water to ice can be observed in clean
systems as the nucleation of ice crystals is homogeneous. In
contrast, melting of ice is heterogeneous as it starts from the
surface. Following this analogy we infer that the nucleation
of F domains starts at the interface or grain boundaries of the
FeRh film while nucleation of the AF domains starts homo-
geneously throughout the grains. While in water it is the
surface tension that is responsible for the temperature hyster-
esis effect, in FeRh it appears to be the F-AF domain wall
and strain energy.

VI. MEAN FIELD CALCULATION

To describe the first order phase transition in the FeRh
film more quantitatively we follow the approach of Gruner
et al.26 and use a spin-1 Ising type model Hamiltonian also
known as the Blume-Capel Hamiltonian,27,28 which is used
to describe Ising systems with first order phase transitions. In
this Hamiltonian the spins can take the values +1,0,−1:

H = − 

i

DiS� i
2 − 


�nn,nnn�
JikS� iS�k − H� 


i

S� i�i. �10�

Although any real system would be more accurately de-
scribed by a Heisenberg Hamiltonian the simplicity of an
Ising model and its ability to produce qualitative results,
such as the phase transition temperature shift upon applying
an external field, is quite appealing. Moreover an Ising
model seems justified in the case of FeRh since both the AF
and the F phase exhibit a collinear spin- structure. The first
term in Eq. �10� separates the nonmagnetic Si=0 and mag-

TABLE II. Fitting parameters used to describe the nucleation and growth process of F and AF domains of FeRh on c-axis sapphire upon
heating and cooling at 1 T and increasing and decreasing field after heating to 340 K. The fits are shown in Figs. 8�b� and 8�c�.

Cycle T
�dM /dT�1

�emu/cm3 K� T1�K� �T1�K�
�dM /dT�2

�emu/cm3 K� T2�K� �T2�K�

Heating �1 T� 49.5±7.8 348.2±0.5 10.1±0.6 44.3±9.3 358.8±0.5 9.6±0.6

Cooling �1 T� 53.1±4.6 338.0±0.3 11.9±0.5 84.6±9.6 344.4±0.1 3.50±0.2

Cycle H
�dM /dH�1

�emu/cm3 T� H1�T� �H1�T�
�dM /dH�2

�emu/cm3 T� H2�T� �H2�T�

Increasing field �340 K� 360.7±55.5 1.67±0.04 1.01±0.04 423.6±58.4 2.89±0.05 1.35±0.06

Decreasing field �340 K� 431.7±165.9 0.71±0.03 0.50±0.09 808.7±90.3 1.48±0.02 0.64±0.04
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netic Si= ±1 states. DFe is on the order of several kBT and
positive to suppress the Si=0 state for Fe atoms, DRh is nega-
tive to obtain nonmagnetic Rh atoms in the ground state. The
second term is the Fe-Rh nearest and Fe-Fe next nearest
neighbor exchange interaction. The sum runs over all Fe-Rh
nearest neighbor and all Fe-Fe next nearest neighbor pairs.
The Fe-Fe interaction JFeFe is chosen to be negative to real-
ize the AF ground state. The Fe-Rh interaction JFeRh is posi-
tive and its magnitude larger than the Fe-Fe interaction to
obtain the ferromagnetic phase. The Rh-Rh interaction is ne-
glected. The last term is the Zeeman energy which contrib-
utes only to the F state and where H is the applied field,
�Fe=3.2 �B for Fe and �Rh=0.9 �B for Rh, �B=5.79
	10−5eV/T being the Bohr magneton.

While Gruner et al. used Monte Carlo simulations here
we use a mean field approximation approach to qualitatively
describe our observations. Note that this approach does not
allow the reproduction of the temperature hysteresis, since a
distribution of interaction energies and the creation of pos-
sible domain walls are neglected. Accordingly the spin-
system will switch from the AF to the F state and vice versa
in unison.

JFeFe is fixed by the Néel temperature TN of the AF phase
assuming that no transition to the F phase takes place. TN can
be estimated as 620 K from the pressure-temperature phase
diagram by extrapolating the transition line between AF and
paramagnetic phase occurring at 6 GPa to zero pressure.29

JFeRh is determined by the Curie temperature TC=670 K of
the ferromagnetic phase.

For the AF phase only the Fe-Fe interactions need to be
considered. The average z-component of the Fe spins is
therefore

�SFe� = B1�qFeJFeFe�SFe�
kBT

� . �11�

For the F phase a coupled set of equations for the Fe and Rh
spins needs to be considered. The average z component for
Fe spins is

�SFe� = B1�qFeJFeFe�SFe� + qRhJFeRh�SRh� + �FeH

kBT
�

�12�

and the z component for the Rh spins is

�SRh� = B1�qRhJFeRh�SRh� + �RhH

kBT
� �13�

where kB is the Boltzman constant �8.62	10−5 eV/K�, qRh

=8 is the number of Fe-Rh nearest neighbor atoms, and
qFe=6 is the number of Fe-Fe next nearest neighbor atoms,
H is the applied field, �SFe� and �SRh� are the z components of
the Fe and Rh spin operators, respectively. Bn�x� denotes the
nth Brillouin function

Bn�x� =
2n + 1

2n
coth�2n + 1

2n
x� −

1

2n
coth� x

2n
� . �14�

The magnetic moment is obtained by multiplying the spin
values with 3.2 �B for Fe and 0.9 �B for Rh in the F phase

and 3.3 �B in the AF phase. The change of the Fe and Rh
moments in the AF and F phase is shown in Fig. 9. Clearly
our choice of the exchange parameters JFeFe and JFeRh repro-
duce both a Néel temperature of 620 K and a Curie tempera-
ture of 670 K.

Since the observed temperature hysteresis effects are ne-
glected the transition temperature from AF to the F phase is
determined from the point where the free energy of the AF
and F phases are equal, i.e., the free energy crossover point.
The free energy is derived by

F�H,T� = E�H,T� − TS�H,T� = E�H,T�

− T�
0

T 1

T�

�E�H,T��
�T�

dT�, �15�

where E is the inner energy derived from Eq. �10�. The tran-
sition temperature of TM =360 K can be attained by the cor-
rect choice of DRh= -0.044 eV.

The parameters used in the present calculation and those
by Gruner et al. are summarized in units of electron-volts in
Table III. Although JFeFe is identical for both calculations,
JFeRh and DRh are significantly different. JFeRh is off by ap-
proximately a factor of 2, which however may be founded in
how the sum of Eq. �10� is evaluated.

The free energy per FeRh unit cell of the AF phase and
the F phase with and without a 1 T applied field is shown in
Fig. 10. When a magnetic field of 1 T is applied the transi-
tion temperature decreases −10 K to 350 K, which, consid-
ering the simplicity of our calculation, is in excellent agree-
ment with the experimentally observed shifts of −8 K and to

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the magnetic moment for
the Fe and Rh atoms in the F and AF phases calculated within a
mean field approach using a Blume-Capel Hamiltonian.

TABLE III. Parameters in electron-volts for the spin-1 Ising
model Hamiltonian �Eq. �10��.

DRh JFeRh JFeFe JRhRh

This work �mean field� −0.044 0.0150 −0.0135 0

Ref. 26 �Monte Carlo� −0.151 0.0290 −0.0136 0
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−9 K for FeRh/MgO and FeRh on Al2O3, respectively. It
can further be seen that the free energies of the F and AF
phases vary about linearly in the temperature of interest and,
hence, linear shifts with field can be expected. Thus, with our
parameters we are able to accurately model not only the
Curie and Néel temperature of the system, but also the tran-
sition temperature and its dependence upon applying an ex-
ternal field.

Neglecting the 1–2% lattice expansion accompanying the
AF to F transition the entropy change at the transition can be
calculated from Eq. �15� recognizing that the free energy for
the AF and F phase is identical at the transition, which yields
�S=4.4	105 erg/cm3=44 mJ/cm3. This is about a factor of
3 smaller than what is observed. The difference between cal-
culated and observed entropy values probably originates

from neglecting the interaction of the electronic system with
the lattice.

VII. SUMMARY

In summary the temperature and field hysteresis of the
magnetization in the first order antiferromagnetic to ferro-
magnetic phase transition in FeRh films grown onto c-axis
sapphire and MgO �001� was investigated. The FeRh film
grown onto c-axis sapphire exhibits a lower transition tem-
perature than the FeRh film grown onto MgO since tensile
in-plane strain favors the ferromagnetic over the antiferro-
magnetic state. The transition to the ferromagnetic state upon
heating and antiferromagnetic state upon cooling is generally
broad indicating a heterogeneous transition induced defects.
As a consequence, antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic do-
mains coexist during the transition. However, the nucleation
of antiferromagnetic domains upon cooling is abrupt for
FeRh on c-axis sapphire which is indicative of homogeneous
nucleation and growth of AF domains.

The transition is further broadened when measuring with
fields applied out of plane of the sample due to internal de-
magnetization fields. Applying an external magnetic field
generally stabilizes the ferromagnetic phase and conse-
quently decreases the transition temperature. Temperature
dependent remanent magnetization measurements reveal that
field induced magnetization changes are irreversible during
heating, but reversible during cooling. The field dependence
of the shift in transition temperature is qualitatively modeled
with an Ising spin type model utilizing a mean field ap-
proach. From this calculation a shift of −10 K/T in transition
temperature is determined which compares well with the ex-
perimentally observed shift of −8 and −9 K/T for FeRh
films grown onto MgO �001� and c-axis sapphire, respec-
tively.
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